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FLASHING FLOW IN HOT-WATER GEOTHERMAL WELLS 

By MANUEL NATHENSON, Menlo Park, Calif. 

Abstract.-The production characteristics of hot-water geothermal 
well, which flash to steam·water mixtures in the cased part of the hole 
were analyzed. The flashing flow is assumed to be isenthalpic and, for 
purposes of calculating pressure drop, a finely dispersed mixture of 
equal average velocity. Water flow in the aquifer is treated using steady, 
radial Darcy flow. Calculations for a typical geothermal well show the 
effects on - production of varying the system parameters of aquifer 
permeability, depth to water table, and base temperature. Field data 
from Wairakci, New Zealand, demonstrate- the reductions in flow 
ealbed by mineral deposits in the bore. Data from Imperial Valley, 
Calif.. agree well with calculated results. 

Th,~ flow characteristics of wells tapping hot-water 
g,~oth"rlllal sy,;tcm~ af(~ important to utilization of geothermal 
ClltTgy. The pllq)OS'~ of this work is to lise 'an approximate 
forlilulation of the J1uid mechanics of flashing steam-water 
mix lures to study the ;:ffects of various geothermal reservoir 
paramders on the production characteristics at the wellhead. 
Th" fI uid ll1cchanie~ and thermodynamics are formulated in 
lh,~ first section. Calculated resui ts are prescnted and discussed 
in the second scction. Some field data from \V airakei, New 
Zcaland, and Imperial Valley, Calif., are analyzed in the third 
section. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

TIl<' physical situation is diagrammatically represented in 
figun~ I. An aquifer of thickll'~ss L contains hot water at 
t<:lllp'~rature 1'3 with pressure P3 at the datum level If (whieh 
<:()rr<'~r)()nds to the well depth). The well either erupts 
~polltall<'Ollsly when the valve at the wellhead IS opened or is 
indllc,·d to ,~rupt (White, 196B). The skacly state involves flow 
of water in the aquifer and up the well until a level .l'x· is 
rca,:h,~d wlH~f(: the hydrostatic pressure has decreased 
sufficiently for boiling to eommenee (saturation pressure 
S VI' 3, corn:spon<iing to the U:lllperature 7'3)' The pressure 
cOIllinu.:s to decrease: up Llw wdl in the two-phase regime, but 
lh.: rat<: of chang" J,:creast:R upward as tlw proportion of vapor 
in,-.r.:a:;es; and the d,:rrsity deereas(~s. The driving force for the 
now i~ the lower weight of the st,~am-watcr mixture from lh-e 

kvd Z·;{- to the: ,;urfaee rdative to that of the undisturbed 
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Figurc l.-Sehematic diagram of flashing-flow system (exaggerated 
horizontally). H, well depth; P3' aquifer pressure; P4' well flowing 
pressure; SVP 3' saturated vapor pressure; r w' well radius; HwT' depth 
to watcr table; Z*, level where boiling begins; WH, wellhead; u, flow 
speed of mixture; L, thickness of aquifer; T 3' temperature of waler in 
aquifer. 

aquifer calculated at a datum equal to Z*. The quantity of 
flow and the wellhead pressure can be controlled within 
eertain limits by a throttling valve or orifice plate at the 
surface. The problems of two-phase flashing flow and 
bore-hole eharaeteristies were discussed in a general way by 
Bodvarsson (1951). The formulation that follows is based on 
the work of Elder (1965). 

Assuming that the waterflow in the aquifer is perfectly radial 
Darcy flow, the total mass flow M into the well is related to 
the pressure drop from the a'Iuifer pressure P3 (at the datum 
H) to the well pressure P4 (at the same datum) by 

2nLK (P3-P4) 
I'd = V W3 J1 In(rc/r w) , (1) 

where K is the permeability, J1 and V w3 are the viseosity and 
specific volume of water at the aquifer temperature, r e is the 
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744 FLASHING FLOW IN HOT-WATER GEOTHERMAL WELLS 

radius of drainage, and r w is the well radius (Muskat, 1946). 
Equation 1 assumes that no flashing occurs in the aquifer. 
Because of the complications of adding several more 
parameters to the problem, flashing in the aquifer is not 
considered here. Note, however, that flashing flow in the 
porous medium significantly lowers the permeability as 
compared to that for all-liquid flow. 

As water flows into and up the well, the hydrostatic pressure 
becomes low enough at the level Z* for boiling to begin. The 
saturated vapor pressure SVP3 at the level Z* is related to the 
bottom-hole flowing pressure P4 through hydrostatic 
equilibrium by 

g 
SVP3 =P4-V-(H-Z*), 

w3 
(2) 

where g is the acceleration of gravity. Neglected factors 
include the hydrodynamic resistance when there is only liquid 
water in the bore, conductive transfer of heat from the well to 
the surrounding rocks, and the partial pressures of dissolved 
gases. 

Abovc thc Icvel Z*, the flow of the flashing mixture is 
complicated. A reasonable approximation for flashing flow can 
be made by treating it as a finely divided mixture with equal 
average velocities of liquid and vapor when calculating the 
hydrodynamic resistance, including the changing proportions 
in the mass conservation and energy equations (Allen, 1951). 
This approximation neglects any slip of liquid relative to the 
vapor and is bettcr at highcr flow rates where the fluid is well 
mixed owing to turbulence. James (1968) has looked at the 
annular dispersed regime of two-phase flashing flow in a pipe 
and suggcsted ccrtain modifications to the following 
formulalion. If suIficicntly detailed physical data on flashing 
discharges were available, it would be worthwhilc to vcrify his 
sugg"stion; the published data for bore holes is too meager to 
warrant thc additional complication. 

Using the volume fraction of watcr X, conservation of mass 
at any scction is 

.!!:.= (X + (1- X)~u= u·
X
• =~ 

V V V V rrr 2, 
w g w3 w 

(3) 

W];"fl' lJ and V are the now "pcn] and sl','cific volume of the 
mixture, Vw alld Vg an, t11(, specific volume of liquid waler 
alia vapor at lemp"rature T, u·x, is the velocity of the water, 
alld V w3 iL., Sf)(,cific volume bdow Z'\ where no flashing has 
laki:n place. 

Th" ',nergy equalion is 

[
X (I-X) ~ h"". - h +--h u=...Y:i..<.u"'· 
V w V g V ' 

w g w3 
(4) 

where hw and hg are the specific enthalpy of liquid and vapor, 
respectively (hw 3 is the liquid enthalpy at T 3). The kinetic and 
potential energy of the flow has becn neglected. Because of 
the large temperature change due to flashing, the transfer from 
internal energy to kinetic and potential energy has only a small 
effect on the overall temperature change and may be neglected 
(Elder, 1966). 

The hydrodynamic losses may be treated by using a friction 
factor formulation for the momentum balance, and we can 
write 

.£e.=.s+A~ 
dz V 4Vr' w 

(5) 

where we have neglected the momentum of the fluid but 
include the gravitation effect and friction. The friction factor 
for single-phase flow in circular pipes is tabulated as a function 
of Reynolds number and pipe surface roughness (for example, 
Katz and others, 1959). For geothermal bores, the Reynolds 
number is usually high (~106) and the friction factor is then 
only a function of the surface roughness (Elder, 1966). (A 
tripling of surface roughness from that for gas-well tubing to 
that for wrought iron for a typical bore size leads to only a 
one-fourth increase in friction factor.) The neglect of the fluid 
momentum is consistent with the assumption of low Mach 
number flows. Although the Mach number can approach 1 in 
some high-output bores when backpressure is low, the large 
hydrodynamic resistancc due to friction is more than adequate 
to limit the flow without need to appeal to sonic flow at the 
exit. Sonic flow at the exit is important for relating critical 
pressures to mass flows (James, 1962), but not for the 
quantities to be calculated here. 

The method of calculation involves a computer program to 
numerically integrate the equations (Nathenson, 1974). 
Physically, the value of wellhead pressure and the physical 
parameters of the system determine the flow rate and 
distribution of temperature and pressure in the borc. 
Mathematically, it is much easier to pick a value for the 
bottom-hole flowing pressure. The flow rate can then be 

ealcuiat"d from equation 1. The ilashing dcpth is then 
calculated from equation 2. The distribution of pressure and 
.temperature in the well can then be oblain"d by integrating 
(numerically) equation 5 up the bore in combination with 
equations 3 and 4. The integration has been done using 
Simp~on's rule (;\lathews and Walker, 1965, p. 332), and step 
sizes arc chosen to give plotting accuracy. The thermodynamic 
properties of saturated water and steam are obtained from a 
look-up program using a four-point Labrrange interpolation 
routine (P. C. Doherty, wrilt"n eommun., 1973), and a ston:d 
sct of stcam tables (Keenan and othcrs. 1969). The wellhead 
pressure is found wh"n the integration has proceeded froIll 
Z = Z'k to Z = o. If thc ehos"n value for bottom-hoi<: flowing 
pressure is too low, the calculation terminates when the wdl 
prcssure reaches 1 bar at some point below the surfaec. In lhe 
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process of debugging the program, I attempted to check the 
calculations for Elder's (1966) figure 25 and was unable to 
verify his results. In checking his calculations, I found that 
T/-lines shown in his figure 24 are incorrect, and this is why his 
figure 25 was not reproducible. 

GEOTHERMAL BORE CHARACTERiSTICS 

Data for model reservoir and well 

To investigate in a systematic manner how the reservoir 
parameters ini1ucnce well performance, the variation of 
pressure with depth in the natural system must be established 
to specify the aquifer pressure. Since the density of liquid 
water is primarily a function of temperature, hydrostatic 
equilibrium combined with the temperature-depth relation 
recognized by Bodvarsson (1961) and White (1968, fig. 3) for 
high-tt~mpcrature hot-water convection systems can be used to 
calculate the prcssure-depth relation. Owing to natural 
convective overturn, the deep part of these systems has 
virtually a constant temperature (called the base temperature 
by Bodvarsson). In the near-surface part of an upl10wing 
systcm, the hydrostatic pressure has decreased sufficiently to 
equal the saturated vapor pressure of the liquid water: vapor 
will then start to form. Above this point, decreasing 
hy droslatic pressure will cause illcrcasing quantitil~s of vapor 

Provided that the easing extends below Z* (so that no flashing 
occurs in the porous medium), the driving force given by 
equation 7 is independent of the well depth. 

The independent parameters for the problem formulated in 
this manner are aquifer temperature T 3, permeability K, 
aquifer thickness L, well radius r w' friction factor A, and depth 
of water table HwT . For geothermal bores, a reasonable radius 
of 12.7 cm and a surface roughness of 0.008 em yield a 
friction faetor of A = 0.015. The ratio of drainage radius to 
well radius (re/rw) will be taken as 500. The actual value 
matters little as long as it is large. A reasonable value for 
uneased length is 300 m, whieh will be used throughout. 

Characteristics of a good geothermal bore 

For a representative well in a good geothermal system, we 
assume an aquifer temperature of 250°C and a system 
permeability of 50 mD (millidareys). Some of tlle details of 
pressure and temperature in this system for water table at the 
surfaee are shown in figure 2 and at depths of 100 m in figure 
3 and 300 m in figure 4. Curves A of these figures are the initial 
system pressure and temperature. The .initial temperature 
attains the base temperature at and below 463 m below the 

o "" 
to form with a corresponding deen'ase ill [,:m perature. This 
d"l)(,lldt'nct~ of temperature on depth is approximated by the 
rdrfl'ncr: boiling-point CUI"\'e (\Vhite, 1968, fig. 30; Bass, 
1971) with the temperature at the water table fixed by 
atmosphtTic pressure at the altitud,! of the watn table. The 
actual temperature distribution in a eonvecting hydrothr!rmal 
~ystems differs in detail from th,: above, hut this scheme is ~ 
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arkquate for purposes of hydrostatic pressure calculatiolls. ~ \ 
\ The water table is assumed to lie at some distance HwT 

below the surface of the ground (negative values of HWT 

would then correspond to overpressured systems such as the 
geyser basins of Yellowstone National Park described by White 

and others, 1968). Temperatures below this level arc assumed 
to follow the reference boiling-point curve from 100°C at the 
water table to the ba~e temperature of the system T 3 at a 
distance IIwT + HBpbelow ground level. Below this level, the 
telllpaatuf(~ is assumed to be uniformly at T3 and the pressure 
increases with depth at a slope depending on the density of 
wal,!r at T3 • The pressure in the aquifer at datum H may then 
be wri Ucn as 

P3=SVP3+~W3 [H-(HwT+HBP~. (6) 

Usillg ,:quatioll :2 in equation 6, the driving force for flow in 
the porous medium is 

p -p =.3. [Z*-CH +H ~' 3 4 V wT BP-
, w3 

• (7) 
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Figure 2.-Prcssure and temperature profiles for water table at the 
surface. Curves A, system before discharge; curves B, zero-mass-flow 
limit; eurves C, mass flow = 163 kg/s, wellhead pressure = 6.2 bars. 
Reservoir parameters: T 3 = 2500 C, K = 50 mD, r e/r w = 500. Well 
parameters: L = 300 m, rw = 12.7 em, A. = 0.015. 

water table. Curves B show the pressure and temperature 
di::;tributions obtained in the matllematicallimit obtained by 
integrating equations 3, 4, and 5 with the mass flow equal to 
zero. The pressure and temperature distribution curves for a 
flowing bore neglecting frietion can be obtained from curves B 
by shilting them down the amount needed to obtain the 
pressure drop in the porous medium for the flow under 
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Figure 3.-Pressurc and temperature profiles for water table at depth of 
100 m. Curves A, system before discharge; curves B, zcro-mass-f1ow 
limit; curves C, mass flow = 151 kg/s, wellhead pressure = 6.1 bars. 
Olher paramdcrs same as fiplfc 2. 
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Figure 4.-l'rcs;;urc and temperature profiles for water table at depth of 
300 m. Curves A, ,system before discharge; curves B, zcro-mass-f1ow 
limit; curves C, mass flow = 12~. kg/s, wellhead pressure = 6.1 bars. 
o II1<'r parameters same as f.ih'llre 2. 

considcratioll (by using cqs 7 and 1). Although the conditions 
assumed to calculate curves B cann()t OCCllr (dispcrs(:d mixturc 
of skam and water wilh no Dow), the curves provide a useful 
malhematical limit. For flows at high wellhead pressure, the 
df('cb of friction should be small and the pressure distribution 
should be similar to curve}) shifted downward. Curve C shows 
wcilll(,ad pressures of al'proximatdy production values (~6 
har). in this exalllpl(:, the hydrodynamic resistance Jue to the 
two-phase mixture in the uppcr part of the bore is large, as 
"ilUWll Lv the l)cndiilg over toward the origin of curve C 

relative to curve B of these profiles, and further reductions in 
wellhead pressure do not bring corresponding gains in flow 
rate. Note also the movement of the flash point deeper in the 
hole with increased flow. A higher water table makes it 
possible to move the flashing surface deeper relative to its 
value for zero flow than for the lower water table, .md this 
greater relative movement yields greater flows at the same 
value of wellhead pressure (compare curves B and C in figure 2 
with Band C in 3 and 4). 
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Figure 5.-Mas" now of steam-water mixture as a function of wellhead 
pressure for three depths to water table (HwT )' Reservoir and well 
parameters same as figure 2. 

This behavior can be seen more easily ill the wellhead curves 
for mass Dow as a ftinction of pressure shown in figure 5 for 
the three depths to watcr lable, with other conditions held 
(;ollslanl. Note thal ncar the no-now values of wellhead 
pressure, each deerease in wellhead pressure results in a large 
increase ill mass flow. Near production prcssures, howcver, [11" 
large resistancc of the flm;hed mix ture due to higher 
proportion of sleam and greater velocity causes the wellhead 
pressure to have lillie effcct on mass now. This fact ha~ 
important implications for finding the value of wclihead 
pressure lhat maximizes thc flow of useful energy [rom a 
geothermal bore'. 

To calculate the flow of useful encI"/:,'Y, we can apply the 
concept of availability (Jones and Hawkins, 1960, chap. II; 
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Bodvarsson and Eggers, 1972). The availability of a system in a 
given state is defined by Jones and Hawkins as "the maximum 
amount of useful work which could be obtained from the 
system-atmosphere combination as the system goes from that 
state to the dcad state while exchanging heat only with thc 
atmosphere." To calculate the available energy as a function of 
wellhead pressure, we adopt the following scheme. Assume 
that, at the val ue of wellhead pressure under consideration, the 
steam and water of the mixture are separated, the steam is 
used to produce mechanical work, and the water is discarded. 
Neglecting the kinetic and potential energy, the specific 
availability of the steam (availability per unit mass of steam) is 

y = (hg,Wh -TOSg,Wh)--(ho-Toso) (8) 

where To is the absolute temperature of the cold reservoir, 
hg, wh and Sg, wh are the enthalpy and entropy of saturated 
sleam at the separation pressure, and ho and So are the 
enthalpy and entropy of the dead state. The dead state will 
be taken as saturated liquid at pressures of 0.1 bar (45.8°C) 
and 1 bar (99.6°C). The ideal power (E) available from the 
bore may then be calculated from 

E = rjlvly, (9) 

where 77. is the mass fraction of steam, M is the mass flow of 
the steam-water mixturc, and y is the specific availability of 
the steam_ For a unit mass of total fluid, the steam availability 
is 77y; this quantity .is plotted in figure 6 for water that was 
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Fi"urc 6. Availability of ,team phase pa unit mass of mixture as a 
{"lid ion of separation pn,ssllr<: for dead slales of salurakd liquid at 
V.I bar (1.;;.Ho C) and I bar (<)<).6° C) for wakr initially at 2:>00 C. 

liquid at 250°C. The calculation has been carried only to 30 
bars because a 250°C bore will not normally be produced at 
wellhead pressures above this value. The plot shows the result 
of competition between two factors. Lower wellhead pressures 
resul t in higher steam fractions but bring the steam 
temperature closcr to the cold reservoir temperature, thus 
lowering the availability per unit mass of steam. The 
competition results in a maximum of availability at a certain 
separation pressure, as shown. Note also that, with iscnthalpic 
flow, once the aquifer temperature and dead state are fixed, 
the availability per unit mass of mixture is fixed by the 
separation pressure. Factors that tend to reduce the flow, such 
as deeper water table or lower permeability, affect only the 
quantity of fluids produced, not their specific availability (as 
long as there is enough flow that heat transfer is negligible). . 

Combining this thermodynamic calculation with output 
characteristic shown in figure 5 for a surface water table 
(HwT = 0), we obtain the ideal power output shown in figure 
7. Note that this calculation involves only the Carnot 
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Figure 7.-Idcal output power as a function of separation (= wellhead) 
pressure for calculated flow shown in figure 5 for water table at 

surface. 

cfficiency and does not include any factors for losses in 
pipeline transmission, turbine losses, and other losses. The 
curves show the value of optimum wellhead (separation) 
pressure for maximum energy flow (James, 1967). As this 
optimum occurs in a flat part of the mass output curve, its 
location is basically governed by the thermodynamic 
considerations of figure 6 rather than the calculations of bore 
mass discharge. 

Parametric investigation of geothermal bore characteristics 

To study the effect of the reservoir parameters on well 
output, a number of wellhead charactcristics such as the sct 
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shown in figure 5 can be presented for different values of the 
paramcters. These curves are all fairly similar in shape with the 
maximum flow and wellhead pressure for zero flow changing 
their size in response to changes in the reservoir properties. 
F or comparison, a useful quantity is the mass flow for 
wellhead prcssures of 6 bars, corresponding roughly to 
production conditions at Wairakei. Figure 8 shows the mass 
flow as a function of reservoir permeability for three depths of 
watcr table. For these values of flow the corresponding depth 
to first flashing is shown. The paramcters L, D, A and r e/r w 

have the same values as in previous calculations. For a system 
permeability of 100 mD and a surface water table, the flow at 
a wellhead pressure of 6 bars can then be read from figure 8 as 
190 kg/s and the depth of initial flashing as 570 m. The dashed 
horizontal lines in the lower part of figure 8 show the depths 
at which thc base temperature (HWT +lIBP) of the system is 
first reached for each depth to waler table. For high 
permeabilities, the depth to first flashing need only be a little 
below the reference value in order to obtain the large flows 
shown. The limiting resistance at these high flow rates is the 
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Fi~ure 3.--I\1ass flow and depth of first f1a;;llinr; for wellhead pressure of 
6 hars for ran~e of permcahiiities and several depths to water tabli~ 
(Jl wT )' l~eserv()ir parameters: T 3 =250°C, rc/rw=500. Well 
parameters: L=:100 m, r w=J 2.7 em, ,,=0.015, The dashc'd horizontal 
lines show Ihe depth al which the base'temperature (J/wT + flnp) of 
tile system is first reached for each depth to water lable. 

hydrodynamic resistance in the bores owing to the flow of a 
two-phase mixture. For low permeabilities, large changes in 
the depth of first flashing are needed to obtain the flows 
shown. The lower flow rates force the flash point to move 

deep enough for the length and weight of the two-phase 
column to achieve low wellhead pressure before hydrodynamic 
resistance becomes the controlling mechanism. This can be 
seen clearly in figure 9, where the pressure distribution is 
shown for a well in a system where permeability is only 5 mD; 
curve C shows little bending over at low wellhead pressure as 
compared with curve C of figure 2. Decreasing the diameter of 
this well would cause hydrodynamic resistance ill the borc to 
be the limiting factor and would decrease the maximum depth 
of first flashing, hut would also lower the maximum flow rate. 
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Figure 9.-Prcssure profiles for water table at the surface. 
- Low-permeability reservoir. Curve A, system before discharge; curve 

B, zero-mass-flow limit; curve C, mass flow = 78.3 kg/s, wellhead 
pressure=7.3 bars. Reservoir parameters: T3 = 200°C, K = 5 mD, 
rc/rw=500. Well parameters: L=300 m, 'w=12.7 em, ,,=0.015. 

To demonstrate the effect of system tempera lure on well 
deliverabilily, flow c~lculations f~r a 200°C aquifer are shown 
in fil,rure 10. The wellhead pressure is still taken as 6 bars. As 
expected, this lower temperature produces consistently lower 
flows than were calculated for the 250°C water in figure 8. 
Notc that the depth to water table has a significantly greater 
effect on the performance, owing to the lower saturated vapor 
pressure. For the same reason, the flash depths are consistently 
less than for the hoUer water. 
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Figure 10.-Mass flow and depth of first flashing for wellhead pressure 
of 6 bars fo·r range of permeabilities and several depths to water table 
(HwT )' Low-temperature aquifer. Reservoir parameters: To =200° C, 
TefTw=500. Well parameters: L=300 m, Tw =12.7 cm, A=0.015. 

FiELD DATA 

V cry few data are available on temperature· and prcssure 
distributions in flowing geothermal wells, and what is available 
must be intcrpreted with care. The first cxample is some field 
data obtaincd by Smith (1958) on the flowing-temperature 
distribution of Wairakci bore 27. This bore is 610 m deep and 
is thought to produce from a highly fractured zone about 1 m 
thick at a depth of 606 m. The bottom-hole shut-in and 
flowing pressurcs were measured by Smith, using a 
5-em-diametcr tube that was supported at the surface and 
extended down to 605 m. The tube was supplied with 
pr<~ssllrized nitrogen at the surfaec until thc pressure in thc 
tube at tlw wellhead remained constant. Thcre was essentially -
110 <Ira wdown for this bore, and the gage pressure at 605 m 
was measun,d as ;>4 bars. The physical data used in the 
calculations are "IWWIl ill tahle L BceallSC the eompu ter 
proi,rram uses tbe bottom-hoi" pressure to scl the flow, a large 
but finite value of pcrmeability was chosen sueh that 
drawdown would he vcry small-less lhan 1 bar out of thc 
(olal bottom-bole pressure of 54.;> bars. The two radii shown 
an, for ealculations with and without the 5-em tubc in place. 
Calculating a l{eynolds numLer of around 4X 106 and a 
rdative roughncss of 8X 10-5 

, we obtain a friction factor of 
0.012 (K a tz and othcrs, ] 959). Using this valuc for 

-".~.~."~ . .,.,--~---~~~--

Table I.-Data for bore 27, Wairakei, New Zealand 

Parameter 
Aquifer: 

Temperature To ..........••..•............... °C 
Pressure Po . ..........•......•.....•..••....• bar 
Permeability K ....................... _ ........ D 
Thickness L ........................ _ ......... m 

Ratio, aquifer radius-well radius, r efr w _ .........•.• , ...•.. 
Well: 

Depth H ..................................... m 
Radius rw: 

Wi th tube ................................. em 
Without tube ......... _ ..................... cm 

Water viseosity}J. ................................ cP 

Value 

257 
54.5 
120 

1 
500 

609.6 

9.8 
10.2 

0.104 
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WELLHEAD PRESSURE, IN BARS 

Figure] I.-Mass flows for bore 27, Wairakei, New Zealand. Curve A 
(A = 0.062) was calculated with friction factor ehoscn to match 
Smith's data (1958), shown as circles; curve B (A = 0.012) was 
calculated with· friction factor chosen on the basis of estimated 
surface roughness. Square, data from Grindley (1965) for output in 
1<)59 after bore had DC"U clcaned of mineral deposits. Sec table 1 for 
olh"r calculation parameters. 

calculation, we obtain flows that are more than double those 
mcasured by Smith. Turning around and using the data to 
obtain a friction faetor, a value of 0.062 was required to 
match the production data measured by Smith, shown in 
figure 11 as points on eurvc A. Smitll obtained corresponding 
tcmperatures by lowering a thermocouple into the 
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5-em-diametrr lubing, and these are shown in figure 12 for 
the three mass flows and wellhead pressures for which 
measurements were made. Unfortunately, the validity of the 
comparison between the measured and calculated temperature 
data cannot be assessed for the following reasons: (1) The flow 
sampler uscd to measure bore outputs was calibrated between 
September 1957 and November 1958 for large output bores 
when a larger separator became available, and an output which 
had been previously been quoted as 75 kg/s became 102 kg/s 
(R. S. Bolton, written commun., 1973); the quoted outputs in 
Smith are probably lower than the real outputs, and (2) bore 
27 was cleaned of mineral deposits in May 1958 (R. S. Bolton, 
written commun., 1973). 
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TEMPERATURE. IN DEGREES CELSIUS 

Fii,.'l.lre 12.-Measured flowing-temperature profiles in bore 27(dots), 
Wairakci, New Zealand, compared to calculated values. A, Wellhead 
prr-ssure = 12 bars, ma." flow = 59 kg/s (61 kg/s calc). B, Wellhead 
pressure = 18 bars, ma.'iS flow = 55 kg/s (SS kg/s calc). C, Wellhead 
pressure = 23 bars, mass flow = 44 kg/s (4S kg/s calc). Parameters as 
given in table 1 with friction factor = 0.062. 

The large effect of mineral deposition ean be seen in the 
flow data for bore 27 reproduced here in table 2 (Grindley, 
1965, tables 3 through 16). The cleaning in 1958 is a major 
cause of thc jump in output from 73.4 kg/s in 1957 to 126 
kg! s in 1959 with the eaIibratiOTI ehange causing a change 
almost as large (the 1957 value is probably closcr to 100 kg/s 
than 75). The quoted [Jaw for 1959 is plotted in figure] 1, 
and the agreement wilh the pf(~dieted wellhead characterislic 
(curve B) is very good. The large difference in outputs from 
1957 to 1959 and associated friction factors is due to an area 

Table 2.-Mass flows and wellhead pressures for (he years 1957, 
1959-61, and 1963-65 for bore 27, Wairalcei, New Zealand 

l From Grindley, 1965] 

-------.---
}f):i7 19:")9 1%0 1%1 1%:1 1%1 1%:; 

\Ia,,~ now. .. . 1."1, .. 7:\,.1 121d) (,1).2 4;;.2 70.3 M.2 n,2 
Wdlh,}!d ~HI''''~llr(' •• , bar alt ...... 1(,.2 J6.2 JI).~ 16.2 1;'.2 11.'! H.B 

change from mineral deposition and possibly to a change in 
pipe surface roughness. Photographs in White (1968, figures 39 
and 40) of mineral deposits in wells at Steamboat Springs, 
Nev., show that large quantities can be deposited and that the 
surface roughness of the deposits can be very large. Going baek 
to the data in table 2, the jump between 1963 and 1964 also is 
due to a cleaning (R. S. Bolton, written eommun., 1973). The 
inability of bore 27 to regain the 1959 output is probably due 
to the drop in aquifer pressure that started in 1958-59. By 
1961, aquifer pressure at sea-level datum had decreased by 
approximately 8 bars (Grindley, 1965, figure 29B). The jump 
in output from 1961 to 1963 is part of a rise that started in 
November 1961 and peaked about 6 mo later, and for which 
there is no obvious physical reason (R. S. Bolton, written 
commun., 1973). 

An example of a deep well in a lower temperature aquifer is 
the U.S. Bureau of Reelamation Mesa 6-1 well in Imperial 
Valley, Calif. (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1973). The well is 
2,443 m deep, has a producing section of 220.4 m (assumed to 
be equal to aquifer thickness) and an internal casing diameter 
of 22.05 cm. Steady water flow is given as approximately 250 
gal/min (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1973, p. 28). Using the 
density of water at 198°C, this is approximately ]4 kg/so 
Thesc data, together with the flowing time of 49 d from figure 
7 of the Bureau report and the head recovery data of their 
fibJUre 17, ean be used in Theis' recovery mClhod (DeWiest, 
1965, p. 269) to obtain a permeability estimate of 0.94 mO. 
The permeability can also be calculated form equation 1 with 
the drawdown obtained from their figure 8. Taking 
r efr w = 500, we obtain 0.85 mO, in good agreement with the 
other calculation. The friction factor for Reynolds number of 
around 6X10s and relative roughness of 7X10-s is 0.014 
(Katz and others, 1959). These input data are summarized in 
table 3. 

Calculations based on these data at,rree well with the 
measured quantities. The computed flow is ]8 percent above 
the estimated value and the computed depth of first Dashing 
for discharge at atmospheric pressure is within 22 percent of 
the aetual depth. Because the correct frietion factors are 
difficult to predict for these eomplicated flows, we ean use the 

Aquifer: 

Table 3.-Datafor U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
Mesa 6·1 well, Imperial Valley, Calif." 

Parameter Value 

TemperaturcT, .............................. °C.. 198 
Pressure p, .................................. bar.. 220.6 
Permeability K .............................. mD.. 0.8S 
Thickness L .................................. m.. 220.4. 

Ratio, aquifer radius-well radius, r e/r w ...•...........•.•. 500 
Well: 

Depth II ..................................... m .. 2.1,1.:Ll 
lbdillsrw ................................... em.. 11 
Friclion factor A ••• • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • • • ... 0.0 I!J. 

(Un 
Water viscosity J.1. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• cl'.. 0.1 :)11. 

~~' 
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data to calculate thc friction factor. With two iterations, the 
depth of first Gashing and mass flow arc matched using a 
friction factor of 0.03. Note that the friction factor had to be 
doubled to change the depth of first l1ashing by 22 pereent; 
this quantity, then, is not very sensitive to a ehosen friction 
factor. 

Calculated pressure and temperature distributions oblained 
by using a frietion factor of 0.03 are compared with the 
measured data shown in figure 13. The predicted pressure 
decline near the depth of first flashing is too slow, whereas 
that higher in the hole is too rapid. The temperature curve 
should be a simple transformation of the pressure, but the 
saturation ·curve used in the calculations was for pure watcr, 
whereas thc well l1uid has 3 percent total dissolved solids. 
Although not a major factor, the dissolved solids would affect 
virtually every aspect of this analysis, including the 110w 
equations and the fluid properties. Its overall effect is 
somewhat hard to predict and would be worth looking into as 
flow data on saline, steam-water mixtures beeomes available. 
Another consideration in assessing the comparison in figure 13 
is that the model was not designed to aceomodate so Iowa 
flow rate. The assumption of a finely divided mixture of equal 

TEMPERATURE, IN DEGHEES CELSIUS 
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Fi;.;urc I :l.--Flowing·prcssure and temperature profiles for U.S. Bureau 
of lteclamation C'>lesa 6·1 test well; curves ·calculated for wellhead 
prc"ur., of l. bar absolute and data in table 3 with t.. = 0.03; points 
m,·:lliur<,d. 

average velocity should be less aeeurate here, and the relatively 
close agreement is reassuring. 
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